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The research objective is to develop the corresponding model parameters further.to update and
expand the data files of the nuclear parameter library, and to improve and perfect its management-
retrieval codes for widespread application according to the Agency Research Contract, the tasks and
actions determined at the 2nd RCM on "Reference Input Parameter Library", and the project on
development of the updated Chinese Evaluated Nuclear Parameter Library CENPL-2(the Second
Version) commenced in 1996. The main progress in the past period is as follows.

1. Average Neutron Resonance Parameters and Cumulative Number of Levels

A new set of the average neutron resonance spacings Do and neutron strength functions SO for
309 nuclei were reestimated on the basis of the resolved resonance parameters reevaluated from BNL-
325, ENDF/B-6, JEF-2, and JENDL-3, and the cumulative number No of low lying levels for 344
nuclei were also reevaluated by means of the histogram. A new data file LRD-2 (the Second Version)
with the updated Do, So and No values and their uncertainties d Do, dS0 was completed in 1996. The
uncertainties of Do values were further corrected recently.

In the estimation of average neutron resonance parameters, the information on both the neutron
widths and the level positions was used simultaneously. Therefore the estimated Do values can further
be improved in the accuracy and reliability. In addition, the %2 -squared statistical tests of the Do values
with the experimental samples(samp!e number of tests > 90) from BNL-325, ENDF/B-6, JEF-2 and
JENDL-3 were made. The distribution of the level spacings used Wigner distribution and up cut-tailed
Gauss distribution.

2. Level Density Parameters

Three sets of level density parameters for the Gilbert-Cameron(GC) formula, back-shifted Fermi
gas model(BS) and generalized superfluid model(GSM) have been reestimated by fitting the Do and No

values of CENPL.LRD-2. The other three sets of level density parameters of 249 nuclei for the three
formulas by fitting the Do and No values from Obninsk1'1 have also been reestimated in order to
compare, select and recommend the level density parameters.

The two sets of level density parameters for each level density formulas have been obtained by
fitting different Do and No values, which are from CENPL.LRD-2 and Obninsk'11. The results are being
analysed and compared. There is a difference between the two sets due to the disparity in Do and No

values. The recommended level density parameters should be reasonable in physics and with good
systematics behavior. Therefore, the reasonableness estimated the level density parameters can further
test the recommended Do and No values. The estimated level density parameters should satisfy a
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requirement in accuracy, and the results met the accuracy requirement often are not only. So the level
density parameters with systematics should be selected and recommended.

3. Semicmpirical Peak Energy Formulas of Giant Dipole Resonance

The semiempirical peak energy formulas for the double peak giant dipole resonances of the
photonuclear reaction in the large deformation nucleus regions have been derived in view of the peak
energy formula of single peak giant dipole resonance in spherical regions'21 and by leading the
deformation parameter reasonably, i.e.

The peak energies in the mass region 50<A<250 were calculated, and calculated results are in good
agreement with the experiments available.

4. The Other Sub-Libraries

An improved and updated second version of sub-library of atomic masses and characteristic
constants for nuclear ground states(MCC-2) has been set up. It contains two data files: MCC2 1 and
\1CC2_2. In MCC2_1, the most recent measured, systematics and calculated mass excesses' , total
binding energy1'1, deformations1"1' for 9066 nuclei ranging from Z=0, A=l to Z=136, A=339 were
compiled. The MCC2_2 contains the abundance, magnetic and quadrupole moments'5' of nuclear
ground state for neutron and 286 stable nuclei ranging from Z=l, A=l to Z=92, A=238 up to now.

The data file of the sub-library of discrete level schemes and branching ratios of gamma decay
(DLS) were corrected and supplemented by using the recent experiments of the discrete levels and
, • r I 2 O ~ 129 . 130 . 1 3 5 , , ' , 1 5 3 , , 157-p , 2 0 9 ^ [6]

their gamma-rays for Cs, La, La, Gd, Ho, Tm and Rn '
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